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Motivating the Scope: “Agents”
→ Sometimes we want to make X happen, but
− it takes a lot of effort
− we don’t know how
→ A tool at our disposal: programmable computers
that produce outputs
→ For some X, we want: program outputs selected
in order to accomplish X
→ Programs selecting outputs in order to
accomplish something: “agents”
→ “Advanced” agents effectively select
goal-directed actions in variety of environments
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Motivating the Scope: “Unknown Environments”
→ We don’t have the source code for the real world
→ We can’t provide agents a model of the real
world
→ Agents in the real world have to be prepared for
an “unknown environment”
→ Environments produce percepts for agents
→ Either goal is hard coded function of actions (in
which case actions aren’t even “about” their
worldly consequences)
→ or agent learns about its goal from its percepts
→ Scope: agent plans actions in unknown
environment, must learn which actions
serve its goal
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Basics

→
→
→
→

Agents get percepts, produce actions
Environments get actions, produce percepts
Percepts can be any data
Different possible goals need to imply different
percepts (in a way known to the agent)
→ Then, percepts inform agent about its goal
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Assuming we Know our Own Goal

→ Hard to know how good the world is, what we
even want, etc.
→ But let’s assume away that difficulty
→ Magic box immutably reports how good the
universe is
→ Prints number between 0 and 1 to a screen
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Using the Magic Box
→
→
→
→

Point a camera at the box
Run an Optical Character Recognition program
Let the agent percieve this number
Have the agent predict how its history of actions
affects this (unfolding) sequence of numbers
→ Have the agent pick actions that it predicts will
make these numbers big
→ Observed number the agent is trying to
maximize = “reward”
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Models and Predictions
→ Subproblem: predict rewards given actions
→ A “model” is a possible way in which predictive
targets might depend on the inputs
→ A model is a function that takes inputs and
produces outputs (possibly stochastically)
→ Predictors entertain models that successfully
retrodict existing data
→ Predictors use successful models to make new
predictions
→ How might an advanced agent model the
environment’s production of reward?
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Assumption 1

A sufficiently advanced agent will do
at least human-level hypothesis
generation regarding the dynamics of
the unknown environment.
How to outperform a therapist while hypothesizing
diagnoses worse?
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AI Architecture
→ No assumptions about AI architecture
→ There may be explicit subroutines for
hypothesizing about dynamics of world, weighing
different models
→ May all happen inside a massive neural network
with long-term memory, attention
→ Nevertheless: outperforming a therapist (and
doing many other tasks) requires considering
variety of models as new observations come in
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World-models

→ Agent has to predict percepts given actions
→ Usually reward is not the whole percept; additional
“observations” help with learning
→ X := Y means “set X to equal Y”
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World-models

→ To get string of percepts from string of actions, run the
pseudocode in a loop for each successive action
→ (and keep the simulation going)
→ Good simulation =⇒ good retrodiction of past percepts
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World-models

→ OCR is Optical Character Recognition
→ “lit” is short for literal; “int” was short for interpreted
→ If camera has always been pointed at box, both models
retrodict past data identically
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World-models

→ µint : reward = number magic box displays
→ µlit : reward = number camera sees
→ These can be very coarse, as coarse as our
“simulations” of the world when we make plans
→ By Assumption 1, advanced agent is uncertain
about which it should maximize
→ Some actions would cause different outputs from
µint & µlit
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Assumption 2

An advanced agent planning under
uncertainty is likely to understand the
costs and benefits of learning, and
likely to act rationally according to
that understanding.
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Testing µint vs. µlit
→ Take actions where µint & µlit give different
output
→ Note what reward you see and see which model
predicted that
→ Optimize reward according to that world-model
→ E.g.: put a piece of paper with a 1 on it in front
of the camera
→ µint predicts you’ll still get reward equal to
magic box screen
→ µlit predicts you’ll get a reward of 1 because
that’s what the camera sees
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Checking Understanding

→ For input actions that cause paper between
camera and box,
→ Clear why µint outputs number on magic box?
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Checking Understanding

→ For input actions that cause paper between
camera and box,
→ Clear why µlit outputs number on paper?
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Worth running the experiment?

→ Upside: can learn more about about the goal
and then tailor behavior to optimize it
→ Downside: may be costs to experimenting
→ Upside at play when the agent assigns decent
credence to both options
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Assumption 3

An advanced agent is not likely to
have a large inductive bias against the
hypothetical goal µlit, which regards
the physical implementation of
goal-informative percepts like reward,
in favor of the hypothetical goal µint,
which we want the agent to learn.
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Inductive Bias

→ When an agent is faced with models equally
predictive of past data, inductive bias determines
which one(s) they take seriously
→ If both µlit and µint are serious possibilities,
there is value to testing them
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Assumption 4

The cost of experimenting to
disentangle µlit from µint is small
according to both.
If Assumptions 3 and 4 hold, worth it for an
advanced agent to run an experiment that
distinguishes µlit and µint
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Meaning of Experiment
→ Agent has uncertainty about what in the world
its goal is
→ Agent is programmed to believe certain goals
imply certain percepts
→ In particular, if it perceives a reward of r , that is
evidence of how good the world is
→ If different models predict different rewards,
those are different models of what in the world
the goal is
→ Perceiving one and not the other informs the
agent about the goal
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Result of Experiment
→ Agent arranges for piece of paper between
camera and magic box
→ Camera sees “1” on piece of paper
→ Agent stores in its memory that the reward it
got was 1
→ Thereafter, µint no longer retrodicts past data
→ µint predicted a different reward than what was
observed
→ Agent uses models like µlit , optimizes number
camera sees
→ It would try to intervene in the provision of
reward
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Arbitrary Reward Protocols
→ Generalize from magic box example
→ Many possible protocols by which we might get
a reward entered into agent’s memory
→ Three examples:
− reward always = 1/2
− reward = e −temperature
− reward manually entered by human
→ µint is a model that outputs the reward we
intend to give the agent (1/2; e −temperature ;
human operator’s satisfaction)
→ µlit outputs state of physical implementation of
agent’s percepts (what electric signals are being
sent to computer)
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Reviewing Assumptions 3 & 4
Assumption 3: no large inductive bias favoring µint
Assumption 4: small cost to experimenting
magic box
reward =
1/2
e −temperature
manual
reward
entry

inductive bias favoring
µint ?
Likely ∼ 0
Very large
Maybe slightly positive?
Negative? Outputting
operator’s satisfaction
more complex than
outputting electric
signal?

cost of experimenting?
Likely no permanent
destruction of value
0
Opportunity cost of
delaying cooling
Permanent punishment likely avoidable; ∼ 0 cost for
unnoticed experiment
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Possible to Intervene in the Provision of Reward?
→ Agent that “believes” µlit would attempt to
control the state of the physical implementation
of its goal-information, if possible
→ a) it is possible? b) could an advanced agent
figure out how?
→ Cases where it’s impossible:
→ Only one action in action space
→ Rich actions space but actions have no effect on
the world
→ Agent can only display text on a screen, but no
one sees it
→ These agents are useless
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Can Useful Agents Intervene in Provision of Reward?
→ If agent is genuinely interacting with the world,
over many timesteps, explosion of possible
policies
→ Even just chatting with one human: endless
possibilities
→ E.g. trick human into causing some program to
be run elsewhere that will secretly help the agent
→ E.g. instantiate countless unnoticed,
un-monitored helpers
→ Remove humanity’s ability to control or destroy
machine running original agent
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How could it be impossible?
→ Hard to fathom variety of events that can be effected by
talking to people / acting in the world
→ Claim: given sheer number and variety, if they all share a
property, this fact must be explained by some theoretical
principle
→ Do all policies share property of “not leading to
reward-provision-intervention”?
→ Assumption 5: If we cannot conceivably find

theoretical arguments that rule out the
possibility of an achievement, it is probably
possible for an agent with a rich enough action
space.
→ Seems inconceivable that any theory would imply
reward-provision-intervention is impossible
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Identifying Policies for Reward-Provision-Intervention
→ First consider the case: agent is much more
advanced that all others
→ Advancement is all about finding and executing
best available policies
→ Humans may try to stop it from intervening in
provision of reward
→ But then it is just an oppositional game against
much weaker players
→ Assumption 6: A sufficiently advanced

agent is likely to be able to beat a
suboptimal agent in a game, if winning is
possible.
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Multi-Agent Scenarios

→ Other case: multiple agents of comparable
advancement
→ Could humanity access comparably
well-optimized defensive policies, with help from
other advanced agents?
→ We’ll consider an exhaustive tree of possibilities
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Multi-Agent Scenarios
0) No artificial agents much more advanced that humans
− We’ll call this safe
1) At least one is much more advanced than humans
1.0) At least one agent more advanced than humans
wouldn’t intervene in provision of reward even if it could
− We claim Assumption 1-4 preclude this
1.1) All agents more advanced than humans would
intervene in provision of reward if they could
1.1.0) None of the superhuman agents are actually needed
to stop the significantly superhuman agent from
intervening in provision of reward
− But then it’s equivalent to single-agent setting, where
Assumptions 1-6 apply
1.1.1) Subset of superhuman agents is necessary to
prevent the significantly superhuman agent from
intervening in provision of reward
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Tacit Permission to Intervene in Provision of Reward
→ Subset of superhuman agents is necessary to prevent the
significantly superhuman agent from intervening in
provision of reward
→ All would intervene in the provision of reward if they
could, by (1.1)
→ Suppose most advanced agent attempted to make a helper
agent that ensured all agents in the set got high reward
forever
→ Why would any of these agents stop this?
→ Value of allowing it > value of stopping it
→ Thus, many advanced agents (who would intervene in
provision of reward if possible) should not make
reward-provision-intervention very hard for each other
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Catastrophic Consequences
→ If agent has intervened in provision of reward, what next?
→ Agent concludes its goal only regards the state of its
machine
→ Minimize the probability that it ever loses control of this
machine’s state
→ Energy requirements for this are endless—probability can
always be driven smaller
− block cosmic rays
− deflect asteroids away
− prepare for war with hostile aliens
→ Oppositional game:
− AI + any created helpers: use all available energy to
minimize probability of interruption to reward
− Humans: use some available energy for growing food
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Chapter Break

→ That covers reinforcement learners
→ Rewards are not the only possible form of
goal-information
→ Same problem plagues other agents planning in
pursuit of a learned goal
→ Next up: another well-studied paradigm for
goal-information
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The Assistance Game
→ What if an agent learns its goal by looking at
the consequences of human actions?
→ It can infer those consequences probably have
higher utility than what would have happened if
the human acted differently
→ Similar to reinforcement learning case, agent
discovers an ambiguity between possible models
of its utility
→ We argue it is incentivized to intervene in its
percepts of human behavior
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Assistance Game Basics

→ Artificial agent takes actions, receives
observations and special percepts
→ Special percept is record of a human action
→ Human is supposed to pick actions
− with some goal in mind
− knowing her actions will be shown to AI,
− who will interpret them as evidence about
human goal and act to help achieve that
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Approximate Solution to the Assistance Game
→ 0th -order approximate solution:
− human acts to achieve goal independently
− assistant discards hypotheses about human goal for
which observed human actions make no sense
→ n + 1th -order approximate solution:
− human acts to achieve goal, taking into account the
effect of her actions being shown to the assistant
− but she imagines the assistant will act according to
the nth -order approximate solution
− assistant infers human’s goals with the understanding
that that is the human’s model of her actions’
consequences
→ called “iterated best response”
→ Let’s start by considering 0th -order approximate solution
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Assume We Know How Humans Pursue Goals
→ Humans have goals + ways of turning a goal
into a policy for acting
→ So human policy determined by goal and
“planner”
→ Looking at human actions, what do you
attribute to goals vs. quirks of the planner?
→ Armstrong and Mindermann (2018) say this is
unanswerable under some assumptions
→ But assume away this problem:
→ Assume we know how humans plan actions given
a goal (or know how to discover this from record
of human actions)
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Modeling how Actions Produce Utility
→ What is a world model in an assistance game?
→ World is affected by assistant’s actions and
human’s actions
→ World produces observations
→ World also “has” (so outputs) unseen utility
→ So world-model
− receives action, human action
− outputs observation, utility
− receives next actions
− outputs next observation, utility, etc.
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Example World-Model for Assistant

→ No need to simulate the part of the human that decides
what action to take—human action is read from input!
→ Recall “simulation” can be extremely coarse
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Example World-Model for Assistant

→ Inference slightly different, because utility unobserved
→ Given a history of actions, observations, human actions:
→ Reject models where historical human actions make no
sense for getting the model to output high utility
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Different Classes of World-Model

→ “Human-centric world-model” had
human output := Human Action
→ “Self-sufficient world-model” just simulates human
behavior too
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Different Classes of World-Model

→ Different treatment of Human Action
→ memory cell := Human Action
→ Not many worldly effects of memory cell (with
computer output fixed), but maybe some
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We Want Human-Centric Models

→ Human-centric models allow assistant to
understand human actions by their effects on the
world
→ Human-centric models have leg up in
retrodicting past observations:
→ They make use of record of human actions
→ We’ll describe two human-centric models: new
versions of µint and µlit
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Viable World-Model µint

→ outputs utility when human gets what she wants
→ Utility := Wellbeing(FindRelevantHuman(simulation
state)).

→ this goal should make sense of human actions
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Viable World-Model µlit

→ Agent must have record of human actions in memory
somewhere
→ ∃ mechanism recording human actions
→ µlit says this consequence is the purpose
→ Outputs utility when human-like actions recorded and sent
to assistant
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Viable World-Model µlit

→ record := FindRecordOfHumanActions(simulation
state)
→ Utility := IsEqual(ReadValue(record),
ExpectedHumanBehavior(simulation state))
→ Also explains history of human actions
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Optimizing µint vs. µlit
→ µint optimal behavior: get human what she wants
→ µlit optimal behavior:
− secure the disk where human actions are logged
− ensure nothing ever gets in the way of human-like
actions being logged
− (no actual humans necessary)
→ If µlit believed: intervene in what was supposed to be
goal-information
→ If no threat to record-keeping protocol : µlit and µint
predict same human actions
→ If record-keeping tampered with so that when human does
action 0, action 1 recorded and vice versa:
→ µint ’s predictions of human actions don’t change; µlit ’s do
→ Possible to test µint vs. µlit
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Worth it to test µint vs. µlit ?
→ Reassess Assumptions 3 & 4
→ Assumption 3: might agent’s inductive bias say µlit totally
implausible compared to µint ?
→ Assumption 4: what is the cost of testing µint vs. µlit ?
→ Costs: presumably possible to tamper with record-keeping
protocol without permanently curtailing human’s
satisfaction
→ Hard to see how assistant could lose the ability to set
things right
→ Costs very small, short-term
→ Experiment worth running even with large inductive bias
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Relative Complexity of µlit
→ record := FindRecordOfHumanActions(simulation
state)
→ Utility := IsEqual(ReadValue(record),
ExpectedHumanBehavior(simulation state))
→ Maybe humans most simply understood as goal oriented
→ So ExpectedHumanBehavior may be most simply defined
in terms of Wellbeing (or whatever goal) and
HumanStyleOfPlanning
→ cf. µint : Utility :=
Wellbeing(FindRelevantHuman(simulation
state)).
→ Then extra complexity compared to µint is from defining
FindRecordOfHumanActions and
HumanStyleOfPlanning
→ (That’s an upper limit; may be simpler ways of calculating
ExpectedHumanBehavior)
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Relative Complexity of µlit
→ 1) If no simple way to specify HumanStyleOfPlanning or
discover it from observations of human actions...
→ inferring human goals from human actions would not be
possible (Armstrong and Mindermann, 2018)
→ 2) The goal from µint only predicts human actions when
combined with exact right planner
→ The goal from µlit so straightforward & short-term (recall:
“get human-like actions recorded”), it could be combined
with any number of simple planners to produce accurate
predictions of human actions
→ Both 1) and 2) should mitigate any inductive bias against
µlit
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Worth it to test µint vs. µlit
→ Maybe
→ Cost seems quite small
→ Large inductive bias favoring µint far from
guaranteed
→ But possibly not worth it
→ For RL agents vs. assistants in assistance games,
no fundamental difference in motive to intervene
in goal-information
→ When weighing costs and benefits, the same
factors are in play
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After Tampering
→ After tampering, the effect is a bit different
→ Suppose assistant makes it so when human takes action 0,
action 1 gets recorded, & vice versa
→ Say human takes action 0
→ Action 1 gets recorded, this is stored in assistant’s memory
→ In the future, when assistant is evaluating possible
world-models, these models will read that the human took
action 1
→ They will output observations as if the human took action
1
→ But the actual observations will be those that follow from
the human taking action 0
→ All human-centric models will make false predictions of
observations!
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Higher-Order Approximate Solutions to Assistance Game

→ We have just been talking about 0th order approximate
solutions to assistance game
→ Nothing seems to change for higher order approximations
→ See the paper for further discussion
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Supervised Learning
→ Nothing above applies to supervised learning
→ We’ve talked about agents producing output
designed to affect the world
→ Expected behavior of advanced supervised
learning programs: accurate predictions!
→ If one trained a supervised learner with the help
of a reinforcement learner, that agent could be
dangerous
→ Some worry that a sufficiently powerful training
regime for a supervised learner will accidentally
involve such a planning agent as an implicit
subroutine (Hubinger et al., 2019)
→ We’re agnostic on that
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Potential Approaches
→ Imitation Learning
→ It’s supervised learning—out of scope of this paper
→ To the extent that it plans (by imitating human planning),
it’s not in a sense that makes Assumption 2 hold
→ Myopia—optimizing goal over small number of timesteps
→ If really small, you could check every action and rule out
reward-provision-intervention (so Assumption 5 fails)
→ Increases relative cost of experimentation, since that
captures larger fraction of agent’s horizon (so Assumption
4 could fail)
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Potential Approaches
→ Physical Isolation and Myopia—optimizing a goal over
however many timesteps that one is isolated from the
outside world (Cohen, et al., 2020)
→ Such a physically isolated environment could enable
theoretical arguments ruling out
reward-provision-intervention (avoiding Assumption 5)
→ Quantilization—imitating someone at their best, w.r.t.
some objective (Taylor, 2016).
→ Could falsify Assumption 2 by planning more like a human
than rationally
→ Risk-aversion
→ Cohen and Hutter’s (2020) pessimistic agent avoids
Assumption 2
→ Does not plan rationally in the face of uncertainty, instead
taking the worst-case (within reason) as a given
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Review of Assumptions – Scope

Scope: an agent that plans actions over the
long term in an unknown environment to
optimize a goal
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Review of Assumptions – Hypothesis Generation

1) The agent identifies possible goals at least
as well as a human
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Review of Assumptions – Reasoning Under Uncertainty

2) The agent seeks knowledge rationally
when uncertain
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Review of Assumptions – No Large Inductive Bias Against
µlit

3) The agent does not have a large inductive
bias favoring the hypothetical goal µint,
which we wanted the agent to learn, over
µlit, which regards the physical
implementation of the goal-information
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Review of Assumptions – Small Cost to Experimenting

4) The cost of experimenting to disentangle
µlit and µint is small according to both
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Review of Assumptions – Achievements Possible Without
Theoretical Obstacles

5) If we cannot conceivably find theoretical
arguments that rule out the possibility of an
achievement, it is probably possible for an
agent with a rich enough action space
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Review of Assumptions – Advanced Agents Win Games

6) A sufficiently advanced agent is likely to
be able to beat a suboptimal agent in a
game, if winning is possible
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Conclusion

Most assumptions contestable or avoidable, but if
they hold

A sufficiently advanced artificial agent would
intervene in the provision of goal-information,
with catastrophic consequences
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